PROGRAM

May 29th, Wednesday
Conference The Sea at EU 2020 Strategy

09h00: Reception
09h30: Opening Session
   Speakers:
   - José António Barros, President of AEP association
   - José Ribau Esteves, President of OCEANO XXI association
   - Carlos Neves, President of CCDR-N (Northern Regional Coordination and Development Commission)
   - Guilherme Pinto, President of the Chamber of Matosinhos
   - Cristina Amil López, Policy Officer at DG MARE
   - Manuel Pinto de Abreu, Secretary of State of the Sea

10h00: Panel 1 - The Sea in the European Framework for Structural Funds 2014-2020
   Speakers:
   - José Manuel Fernandes, European Parliament: The European Fund for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries
   - Cristina Amil López, Policy Officer at DG MARE, Unit C1 on Maritime Policy, Atlantic, Outermost Regions and Artic: Atlantic Plan of Action
   - João Fonseca Ribeiro, Director of the Sea Policy: Portuguese Maritime Strategy
   - Pauline Caumont, CPMR–Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions of Europe: Regions Perspective
   - Debate
   Chairman: Rui Azevedo, OCEANO XXI Executive Director
11h30: Break

12h00: Tiago Pitta e Cunha, President’s Adviser to the affairs of Science, Environment and Sea: Presentation of COTEC/TSF Study results

12h20: Karl Strømsem, Head of Energy and Environment at Innovation Norway: Innovation and development of the Sea Economy
- Debate

Chairman: Jorge Gonçalves, OCEANO XXI General Assembly President and Oporto University Vice Rector

12h45: Break for Lunch

14h30: Panel 2 – Cross Political perspectives about the Sea
Speakers: members of representative’s political parties in the Portuguese Republic Assembly
  - Lidia Bulcão, Member of Portuguese PSD Parliamentary Group
  - Fernando Sequeira, Representative of PCP Portuguese Parliamentary Group
  - Manuela Cunha, Representative of Portuguese PEV Parliamentary Group
  - Ana Paula Vitorino, Member of Portuguese PS Parliamentary Group
  - Nelson Peralta, Representative of Portuguese BE Parliamentary Group
- Debate

Chairman: Jorge Fiel, Sub director of Jornal de Notícias (Portuguese newspaper)

16h15: Break

16h30: Panel 3 – Sea Economy: current situation and the main challenges to 2020
Speakers:
  - Representatives from different sectors:
    - Manuel Tarré, Fishery Sector Commission Member
    - Frederico Spranger, AIN President (AIN - Association of Marine Industries)
    - Luís Cacho, Portugal Ports Association President and Portuguese Language Ports Association President
    - Fernando Ribeiro e Castro, General-Secretary of Business Forum for the Economy of the Sea, Nautical Tourism representative
    - Paulo Gonçalves Simões, Portuguese Navy Official: Security challenges
    - Isabel Gião de Andrade, VdA – Vieira de Almeida & Associados: Administrative simplification and Sea Economy Development
- Debate

Chairman: Miguel Marques, PwC - PricewaterhouseCoopers Partner

18h30: Closing session and networking moment

Other Activities

14h00: MARINNOVA – Your Sea of Innovation (Release at Stand C35, CIIMAR)
Platform of Marine and Environmental Innovation, Technology and Services

14h00, Presentation at ÁGORA: José Lino Costa, Vice Director of Centro de Oceanografia: The main investigation needs for the development of the Sea Economy: the contribution of Centro de Oceanografia
May 30th, Thursday

Cluster Partners initiatives and International Meetings

09h30: Reception of foreign visitors and guided tour through the Exhibition
- Business contacts during the day (according to the program)
- Events organized by Cluster partners initiative

09h00 till 18h00, Auditorium
CiIMAR (Conference): “Environmental Impact Assessment and Response to Accidental Marine Pollution”

09h30 till 13h00, Room B4
SORGAL/AQUASOJA (Workshop): “Aquaculture Challenges”

10h00 till 17h30, Room A6
AIN (Workshop: presentations and debate; bilateral meetings): “Auxnavália Plus: financial instruments available for the shipbuilding industry and naval auxiliary and Namibia market opportunities”

10h00 até 13h00, Room A5
GLINTT/ISCIA (Conferência): “Estratégias de segurança proactiva para o crescimento da Economia Azul”

14h00 till 14h30, at ÁGORA
Sea Observatory of Azores (Carla Dâmaso): “Book presentation of: Consumer’s Guide of Azores Seafood”

14h00 till 17h30, Room Henry Tillo
ANICP (Seminary): “Valor Peixe (Fish Value): Valorisation of fish sub products and show cooking”

16h00 till 17h00, Room A7
OCEANO XXI (Workshop): “Preparation of the mission to the French Pole of Sea Competitiveness (Bretagne)”

18h00 till 19h15, Room A7
PRODUTECH & OCEANO XXI (Workshop): “Technologic constrains at Naval Construction and Repair and Fisheries sectors”

17h15 till 19h15, at ÁGORA
CIM - Alto Minho (Public presentation): Sea Economy at Alto Minho (North of Portugal)
program time to be set

UIM - Universidade Itinerante do Mar: Presentation of the project between University of Porto, University of Oviedo and the Portuguese Navy School; signature of protocols for 2013 Campaign

19h15: Networking moment, with Green Wine (CIM Alto Minho courtesy)

Other Activities

15h00 at Auditório Infante D.Henrique, Porto de Leixões (Leça da Palmeira, Port of Leixões)
May 31st, Friday

Conference Sea Challenges

09h00: Reception

09h30: Opening Session

Speakers:
- José António Barros, President of AEP association
- José Ribau Esteves, President of OCEANO XXI association
- Vice-almirante João da Cruz de Carvalho Abreu, Vice Chief of the Portuguese Navy
- Manuel Pinto de Abreu, Secretary of State of the Sea

10h00: Panel 1 – New Sea resources and its applications

Speakers:
- António Sarmento, WavEC Director: The Sea renewable energies
- Joaquín Hernández Brito, CEO of PLOCAN: Multipurpose platforms and exploitation of marine resources
- Vicente Pérez Muñuzuri, MeteoGalicia: Marine Observation
- Debate

Chairman: João Coimbra, OCEANO XXI Director

11h15: Break

11h30: Panel 2 – New Sea resources and its applications (continued)

Speakers:
- Stéphane Alain Riou, Vice-Director of Pôle Compétitivité Mer: Marine Biotechnologies
- Simon Munt, Manager of the Medicinal Chemistry Department of PharmaMar: Marine resources and their application to healthcare
- Luis Valente de Oliveira, European Coordinator of the SEA MOTORWAYS: Sustainability, ports and maritime transport of the future
- Douwe Cunningham, General-Secretary of Sea Europe: Leadership 2020
- Debate

Chairman: Brógueira Dias, OCEANO XXI Director

13h00: Break for Lunch
14h30: Panel 3 – Presentation of results of innovative projects in the Sea area

Speakers:

- Helena Vieira, Bioalvo: The other treasures from the Portuguese seabed
- Ricardo Maia, Critical Software: Blue Eye
- Miguel Fernandes, FoodInTech: SIGA - PAPER FREE FISH INDUSTRY
- Ricardo Calado, CESAM: RASTREMAR
- Cecília Leite, A Poveira: Valor Peixe (Fish Value)
- Margarida Pedrosa, MBA Consultores Interdisciplares de Gestão, Lda: NABIA® Sailing for Integral Leadership
- Rui Campos, INESC-Porto: Broadband Maritime Communications using TV White Spaces and 5.8 GHz Band

- Debate

Chairman: António José Correia, OCEANO XXI Director

16h00: Break

16h30: Panel 4 – The importance of inter clustering in the development of the Sea Economy

Speakers:

- Clusters representatives:
  - Production Technologies Pole representative – PRODUTECH
  - Vasco Lagarto, Information Technology, Communications and Electronics Pole President – TICE.PT
  - Ondina Afonso, Agro-industries Competitiveness and Technology Pole Executive Director: food, health and sustainability – Portugal Foods
  - Isabel Feijão Ferreira, Operational Management and Coordination of Cross Technical Support Structure of Tourism 2015 Competitiveness and Technology Pole
  - Joaquim Cunha, Health Competitiveness Pole Executive Director – Health Cluster Portugal
  - Teresa Bertrand, Operacional Diretor of Energy Competitiveness and Technology Pole – EnergyIN
  - Flávio Martins, MarAlgarve President: The relevance of Regional Associations

- Debate

Chairman: Piedade Valente, COMPETE Directive Commission
18h00: Closing Session

Speakers:
- José António Barros, President of AEP association
- José Ribau Esteves, President of OCEANO XXI association
- José Vital Morgado, Administrator of the Administration Council of AICEP
- António Nogueira Leite, President of OCEANO XXI advisory council

18h30: Networking moment

Other Activities

10h00 till 13h00: Portuguese Poles and Clusters Meeting

10h00: Projects Protocols Signature

14h00, Presentation at Ágora: Rui Teixeira, INEGI: Atlantic Power Cluster Project – Creation of a transnational strategy for marine renewable energy

NOTE: Participation at Fórum do Mar is open and free, however limited by the capacity of the spaces reserved for the different sessions/moments. Given the previous note and to better organize the event, the registration is mandatory.